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A NEW FRAMEWORK FOR CONSTRUCTION 
PROJECT DEFINITION STAGE 
E. Pikas, J. Oehmen, L. Koskela and C. Thuesen 
Abstract 
One major reason for the poor performance of construction project delivery is related to the 'ill'-
performed project definition stage. The emphasis on rational decision-making and methods have stifled 
the creativity important to problem structuring and solution generation. Problem is in the poor 
conceptualization of the project definition stage in construction. Taking the design literature as starting 
point, the intent here is to clarify the underlying concepts and principles related to project definition 
stage, and propose a simplified prescriptive framework for the project definition stage. 
Keywords: project definition, collaborative design, argumentative design, design theory, 
design cognition 
1. Introduction: Parallel challenges in the design and construction communities 
The abundance of problems in construction are well known, resulting in lost value to the customer. One 
of the key challenges in delivering new facilities is related to the poor briefing practices (Whelton and 
Ballard, 2002), which is also known by variety of other names, including design briefing, programming, 
front-end loading, and project definition and clarification, or an initial task. In this article these design 
activities are collectively named as the project definition stage. Due to poor performance of project 
definition stage, it often results in the dissatisfaction of customers and/or (potential) users. According to 
various researchers, one of the key reason has been in the poor conceptualization of design project 
definition stage. There is little evidence that merely rational methods of project definition result in better 
value to customers (Barrett et al., 1999; Pegoraro and de Paula, 2017).  
The limitation of relying solely on rational methods was noticed much earlier in design literature. The 
first design methods movement was greatly influenced by the rationalist ways for conceptualizing 
design. However, the movement witnessed criticism by the early pioneers, including Christopher 
Alexander (1964) and J. Christopher Jones (1992, 1977). Their opposition emerged due to the little 
evidence of success for applying rational methods. In order to distinguish design from science, Rittel 
and Webber (1973) demarcated design task as subject to ‘wicked problems’. Rittel and Webber (1973) 
suggested that the design problems are subject to different perspectives, values and objectives of various 
stakeholders involved in stating the requirements and designing, delivering and using the artefact. 
Buildings, and their delivery, are naturally complex systems. For example, due to the large diversity of 
interested parties extending from societal interests represented through government agencies and local 
authorities to the owners, (potential) users, designers, engineers, contractors and building managers.  
For addressing the wicked nature of design problems in the project definition stage of construction 
projects, it is proposed that the ancient method of rhetoric, as universal method of inquiry (McKeon, 
1966a), provides the required conceptual framework. It is important to note that this is not to argue that 
rational models are not needed or valuable, but rather that rhetorical (argumentative) and rational models 
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 of design are complementary, and that the proper synthesis of the two helps to develop a more complete 
framework for project definition. Regarding the rational method, the proto-theory of design is used as 
an underlying model for design conceptualization (Koskela et al., 2014).  
As part of the proposed framework, the objective is also to define the domains, entities and relationships, 
which can serve the purpose of developing a theoretical and conceptual model for design coordination 
and management. Andreasen (2011) defined ‘domains’ as a set of dedicated views onto a product. These 
are used as the skeleton of a procedure for the product development/design. For example, the proposed 
framework would be useful for developing a common understanding among project parties as well as 
for developing design processes and digital design solutions.  
For improving the project definition stage of construction projects, an assumption is made that ideas, 
concepts and principles can be transferred from design literature to the context of construction industry 
while taking into account the peculiarities of the constructions. For that, the problems in construction 
project definition stage are discussed; then the nature of design problems and design activities based on 
the design literature is addressed; and finally, a framework is synthesized, which will establish a baseline 
for future research for empirical testing, and further development.  
2. Design project definition stage in construction industry 
The design and delivery of facilities is often described as a complex process. Fischer et al. (2017) 
described that the complexity has three main sources: the increased technical complexity of the 
buildings; the multifaceted regulatory constraints; and the need to include variety of experts with 
specific understanding and knowledge. Bertelsen and Emmitt (2005) added that the client organizations 
should be seen as a complex systems due to the diversity of perspectives and interests. Vrijhoef and 
Koskela (2005) argued that construction production is subject to three peculiarities, including site 
production (i.e. organizing the production around the product dependent on outdoor conditions), 
temporary production organization (e.g. fragmented supply chain), and one-of-a kind product (e.g. de- 
sign-to-order project-based production), adding to the complexity of construction projects. Furthermore, 
Pikas et al. (2015a) contended that designing is complex, not only because of the complexity within one 
domain, but because of interdependencies above all three domains: product, process and organization.  
The complexity of construction projects was the starting point for Barrett et al. (1999) to argue that little 
had changed in the project definition practices within the last 30 years. Using techniques derived from 
the grounded theory to study the briefing practices, Barrett et al. (1999) contended that the problem is 
not simply a poor implementation of the good project definition practices, but in the poor 
conceptualization of project definition stage (Barrett et al., 1999): "Too great an emphasis on rational 
decision-making may stifle the creativity important to any construction project and can certainly 
undermine the ability of practitioners and researchers to understand and effectively address the 
problems". Thus, Barrett suggested that a new, richer framework needs to be developed, taking into 
consideration the social dimension.  
Several studies have dealt with the challenges in order to develop better concepts, methodologies, 
principles and tools for project definition. To name few, approaches to improve the project definition 
practices include: the development of the knowledge management framework (Whelton et al., 2003); 
inclusive/collaborative and dynamic briefing practice (Othman et al., 2004); stakeholder management 
(Ravik et al., 2016); management of (potential) user needs (Spiten et al., 2016); target value design 
(Miron et al., 2015; Ballard, 2006); workplace planning (Pennanen, 2004); quality function deployment 
and digitalization (Natee et al., 2016); and BIM facilitated studies of user needs (Eastman et al., 2011). 
Some of these have worked better and others not so well. However, there is a lack of conceptualization. 
20 years later than Barret, Pegoraro and de Paula (2017) came to the similar conclusion that there are 
still limitations: "The findings indicate a lack of consensus about key concepts and about the coverage 
of requirements processing, lack of applied methods and lack of practitioners’ knowledge". 
Yet, it is of utmost importance as project definition is the stage when the expected building life value is 
established (Fischer et al., 2017). The high value building is the one that achieves its purpose; e.g. school 
promotes learning and hospital promotes healing. An explicit and common concept would allow 
transforming mental models into externalized models that can be shared among designers. Moreover, a 
consistent concept supports the development of computing technologies and helps avoiding mistakes 
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 due to the neglect of some domains. Similar aspects have been studied already in the design literature. 
The limitations of applying a solely rational approach to problem structuring were already noticed in 
the late 1960s and early 1970s. 
3. Concepts of design problems and inquiry from design literature 
In this section key concepts relevant for understanding design and the project definition stage are 
summarized. This question is addressed from two different perspectives, including the rational/formal 
and social/argumentative paradigms of design. Koskela and Ballard (2013) proposed that the proto-
theory of design and design rhetoric represent the models for technical (necessary) and social (plausible), 
object-oriented and subject-oriented conceptualizations of design respectively. The former is derived 
from the classical method for solving geometrical problems, appealing to logical, rational and 
technological reasoning (Netz, 2003; Koskela et al., 2014); and the latter is derived from the classical 
method for producing persuasive speeches, appealing to argumentative reasoning (McKeon, 1966a; 
Stumpf and McDonnell, 2002; Koskela and Ballard, 2013).  
3.1. Types of design projects and objectives 
One way to think of design projects is according to the type of innovation design projects are expected 
to introduce. Rational approaches are often concerned with introducing new means (solution principles, 
structures and/or properties) for given ends (function and performance requirements). Based on this 
view, design projects have been divided into routine (no new variables or ranges in values), innovative 
(variable value ranges are outside the normal space) and creative designs (new variables are introduced) 
(Gero, 1990).  
Although argumentative approaches need to consider the form too, these views are primarily concerned 
with the effects that the designs have on its environment, including (potential) users, clients, 
organizations and societies (Fischer et al., 2017). This view acknowledges that designs are not passive 
objects, but form an active part of human living. For example, Goldhagen (2017) argued about how the 
built environment shapes human behavior, cognition and well-being.  
Furthermore, different types of objectives have been associated with these two views, including the 'fit 
for purpose' and 'compliance to requirements' (Oakland and Marosszeky, 2017). 'Fit for purpose' is a 
measure of how well the artefact helps to achieve customer purposes. The 'compliance to requirements' 
is a specification of the product functions and performances to be met in building design projects. For 
example, the indoor quality of the office space must meet a certain level of service (Pikas et al., 2015b). 
It is argued here that the former corresponds to the argumentative and latter to the formal views of design 
conceptualization respectively.  
3.2. Requirements and constraints 
Although many overlapping terms, such as requirements, performance, constraints, objectives and 
preferences are used, the main function of these terms is the narrowing of the design space, the state 
space for possible design solutions (Gero, 1990).  
Nair et al. (2011) divided the concepts related to the narrowing the design space into two: requirements 
and constraints. Requirements are a set of statements of objectives and functions on what the design 
must achieve or do (Cross, 2008). In the rationalist view, requirements can be defined objectively and 
in solution neutral form (Stumpf and McDonnell, 2002).  
Nair et al. (2011) defined the design constraints as "relationships between design variables that restrict 
the range of possible values or a physical limit of one variable". Furthermore, constraints can be 
characterized by type and rigidity of the constraint. The latter distinguishes absolute constraints from 
flexible. Nair et al. (2011) described the following types of constraints, including time, financial, 
process, standardization and dimensional constraints.  
However, in the argumentative view, design requirements and constraints are not objectively given, but 
need to be discovered through continuous process of framing and re-framing of the design situation 
(Halstrøm, 2016). The interrogation of original purposes and requirements can and often do lead to less 
costly alternatives, and therefore, changes in the initial specification of requirements and constraints 
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 (Whelton and Ballard, 2002). Thus, it is not just a matter of specifying the requirements and constraints 
based on the design problem assumed to be given, but continuous, cyclic and dynamic process of 
learning and re-learning, subject to the beliefs and values of designers. 
3.3. Classes of design problems 
In order to develop better methods of inquiry for project definition, we need to understand the nature of 
design problems. Design problems are often characterized as under-specified, vague or not being subject 
to systematization. This is due the lack of information in three aspects of the design problems, including 
underspecified start state, goal state and the transformation function from start state to the end state 
(Restrepo and Christiaans, 2004). Simon (1981) described these as 'ill-structured' ('ill-defined') 
problems. It is a problem whose structure lacks definition in some respect and cannot be solved in linear 
fashion; i.e. there are unknowns in respect to the design project ends (goals) at the outset of the design 
process. One of the reasons is that design problems include sub-goals that are often implicit at the outset 
(Purzer et al., 2018). The implication is that although the problem structuring occurs mainly in the 
beginning of the design process, it also reoccurs during the design process (Restrepo and Christiaans, 
2004). Hence, distinguishing between the problem solving and problem structuring is not 
straightforward task.  
However, the limitation of the conceptualization of 'ill-structured' problems is that it has neglected the 
active agenda of design problems dependent on the experiences, values and goals of participants 
involved; and focused on the passive agenda in terms of its organization and representation (Lloyd and 
Scott, 1994).  
Based on the neo-positivist view (Buchanan, 1992), Rittel and Webber (1973) proposed another 
categorization of the design problems, including the wicked and 'tamed' problems. Rittel and Webber 
(1973) defined wicked problems as a “class of social system problems which are ill-formulated, where 
the information is confusing, and where the ramifications in the whole system are thoroughly 
confusing”. Wicked problems have following properties (Rittel and Webber, 1973): no definitive 
formulation of a problem; no stopping rule; solutions are not true or false, but bad and good; no 
exhaustive list of admissible operations; for every problem there are many explanations depending on 
the designer's experience and knowledge; every wicked problem is a symptom of another; no definitive 
test; every problem is unique; and no room for failure. What this means is that there is inherent 
indeterminacy, open-endedness in the design process (Buchanan, 1992).  
3.4. Problem and solution-oriented reasoning 
It is generally agreed that although on a macro level, design might look like a progression from the 
problem analysis to the solution synthesis and evaluation, on a micro level, the structuring of the design 
problem does not occur in isolation of the possible design solutions. Halstrøm and Galle (2015) argued 
that "design problems and solutions stand in a chicken-and-egg relation of mutual dependency, and 
therefore in practice tend to evolve in parallel". That is, problem and solution are co-evolving (Lawson, 
1980; Dorst and Cross, 2001; Cross, 2008). But the question is, how designers address the wicked 
problems?  
Harfield (2007) distinguished between 'the-problem-as-given' and 'the-problem-as-taken’. He stated that 
the problem with the 'problem-as-given' view lies in the underlying assumption that problems of design 
are 'out-in-the-world-to-be-captured' and not influenced by personal preferences and desires of the 
designer. In the problem as 'taken', designers have an active role (Harfield, 2007): 
"…architects construct the problems they seek to solve while at the same time defining and limiting the 
solution possibilities available to them". 
According to Lloyd and Scott (1994), the personal values, beliefs and experiences are the factors that 
influence designers' use of the problem or the solution-oriented strategies; i.e. whether designers focus 
on describing the abstract relations and concepts (problem oriented) or descriptions of the possible 
solutions (solution oriented). The question is whether designers progress systematically from problems, 
or jump to solutions or partial solutions before the full formulation of the problem (Restrepo and 
Christiaans, 2004).  
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 Formal conceptualizations of design, such as the 'systematic approach' by Pahl et al. (2007), lean towards 
the problem oriented strategies, while argumentative methods lean towards solution oriented strategies, 
such as the design model by Cross (2008). The latter is also what Lawson (1980) named 'analysis 
through synthesis'.  
3.5. Design reasoning: Formal and argumentative concepts 
Design reasoning has been considered as a prototypical case of human intelligence and cognition 
(Restrepo and Christiaans, 2004): "design requires devising future states of the world (goals), 
recognizing current ones (initial states) and finding paths to bridge both (transformation functions)". 
The importance of design reasoning was stated by Rittel (1987), who said that “studying the reasoning 
of designers becomes a way of attempting to understand how design happens – possible the only way”. 
For aiding the design inquiry, designers use external representations, design prototypes as epistemic 
means to transform, organize and re-use the design knowledge (Gero, 1990). Within this process, 
designers use logic as well as creativity (Kroll and Koskela, 2017). 
Formal studies of reasoning can be either logical or psychological, focused on form and rules, or content, 
and are developed from the perspective of individual designer. Formal conceptions of design emphasize 
that design thinking is concerned with something novel and useful, which is then concretized, explored 
and eventually evaluated (Cramer-Petersen and Ahmed-Kristensen, 2016).  
Since C. S. Peirce, the logical types of reasoning have been divided into deductive, abductive and 
inductive inferences (Niiniluoto, 1999). The formal design concepts have defined design as an abductive 
process (Roozenburg, 1993; Kroll and Koskela, 2014; Kroll and Koskela, 2016) as it is the only method 
of inference that introduces new ideas. For example, Jones (1992) described this as a 'leap of faith'. 
Although there are other interpretations (Koskela et al., 2018), the two commonly held views on 
abduction include (Dong et al., 2015): abduction is the synthesis of complex and contradictory 
information, and abduction is reasoning from function to form. But as shown by different protocol 
studies, it is important to bear in mind that all types of reasoning are essential and used in the design 
process. Many design models have combined the three types of inferences into a three-stage process of 
inquiry (Jones, 1992; Roozenburg and Eekels, 1995; Cross, 2008; Cramer-Petersen and Ahmed-
Kristensen, 2016).  
Unlike the rule based theories of reasoning, the cognitive theory of reasoning suggests that humans 
reason using mental models. These models are developed based on the perception, imagination or 
compression of the discourse (Johnson-Laird, 2006). In mental model theory (Johnson-Laird, 2006), it 
is suggested that humans infer through possibilities and decide about the validity of the idea by 
simulating the world based on the experience. Validity of the inference must hold over all the models 
of the premises to be accepted. In order to simplify the reasoning, humans focus on a subset of the 
possible models of multiple-model problems. For example, as suggested by Kroll and Koskela (2015), 
in the parameter analysis it is proposed that designer focuses on the individual design parameter at any 
given time in design.  
In argumentative conceptualizations of design, the task of a designer is concerned with values and 
purposes embodied in the context and its circumstances (Stumpf and McDonnell, 2002). Since Rittel 
and Webber (1973) proposed that design problems are wicked, design scholars have become interested 
in studying argumentation as a form of design discourse (Buchanan, 1985). Cramer-Petersen and 
Ahmed-Kristensen (2016) argued that whether designers work alone or in groups, design involves issues 
and contradicting positions that are open and mutually dependent on each other. During design, these 
perspectives appear as speculation, argumentation, trade-offs and negotiation. 
Within the context of argumentative conceptualizations of design, framing and reframing of problems 
have been considered particularly useful. The idea of framing, initially proposed by Schön (1984), 
appeals to the notion that the subject matter of designers exists within the problems and issues of specific 
circumstances (Buchanan, 1992). It stresses the dynamic, cyclic and unfolding nature of design 
discourse. Designers need to frame themes of the desired value in order to conceive solutions. However, 
the problems with the 'reflective' practices that have been pointed out, include the lack of formality and 
reliability of its vocabulary, and that the 'framing' concept has been developed from the perspective of 
the individual designer (Stumpf and McDonnell, 2002). Studying the individual designer's or design 
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 team's discourse has similarities to the reasoning types in their verbal disposition (Cramer-Petersen and 
Ahmed-Kristensen, 2016). 
3.6. Conclusions 
Within this section, the objective was to understand the key concepts of design inquiry from the 
perspective of two different views of design, including rational/formal and argumentative models of 
design. These two views represent the object-oriented (technical) and subject-oriented (social) 
conceptualizations of design. Proto-theory of design is concerned with the imagination, deliberation, 
construction and reflection on artefacts, while design rhetoric is concerned with argumentation of views 
for framing and re-framing of the design situation. However, these are not necessarily contradictory, but 
complementary. Design is a complex activity, where two views are tightly coupled that distinguishing 
one from another is often not possible. Key concepts related to the two different views are summarized 
in Table 1. Based on these concepts and two views, the aim is to develop a more comprehensive 
conceptualization of design project definition.  
Table 1. Comparison rational/formal and argumentative models of design 
Design Concepts Rational/Formal Models Argumentative models 
Related strategies of inquiry Proto-theory of design Design rhetoric 
Types of design projects Routine, innovative and creative Types of effects  
Types of project objectives Compliance to requirements Fit for purpose 
Starting point Problem-as-given Problem-as-taken 
Requirements and 
constraints 
Requirements and constraints can be 
defined objectively and in solution 
neutral form 
Requirements and constraints need to 
be defined based on the study of the 
design situation and are value-laden 
Classes of design problems Ill-structured (ill-defined) versus 
well-defined 
Wicked problems versus tame 
problems 
Underlying assumptions Linear/sequential and objective  Dynamic and subjective  
Strategies of reasoning Primarily problem-oriented Primarily solution-oriented (analysis 
through synthesis 
Categories of reasoning Necessary, based on the logical or 
psychological study of reasoning 
(mental models) 
Plausible, based on the logic of 
discourse 
Primary types of reasoning Deduction, abduction and induction; 
model-based reasoning 
Argumentation 
Disciplinary scope Individual designer Individual designer or design team 
4. Construction of a conceptual framework for project definition stage  
In this section, before the suggestion of a framework for project definition, the underlying starting points 
are clarified. Most importantly, instead of leaning towards one or the other design paradigm, either 
technical or social conceptualizations of design, the aim is to synthesize the two different views. 
4.1. Two complementary design paradigms: Technical and social  
First, it is important to note that there are two different contexts of technical and social views, either 
referring to the process of designing or the artefact being designed. More specifically, former refers to 
the process of designing. The latter refers to the object and social setting that a new artefact, such as a 
building, introduces as a consequence of a design process. These two contexts are what Kroes (2002) 
proposed as a 'dual nature of artefacts'. 
With respect to design process, Rittel (1984) proposed that design is a social process subject to different 
values, beliefs and presuppositions. Similarly, Bucciarelli (1994) argued for the importance of the social 
view of design. However, the difference is that for Bucciarelli (1994) these domains, including the 
object-oriented/technical as well as social views were considered complementary. The former, implying 
causality, gives direction to the social interaction within the design process subject to different views 
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 and interpretations of design team members. This view has been extensively discussed above in Section 
3, thus, the focus here is on the artefact as a means for creating a new social setting.  
Social setting view of the artefact emphasizes the situatedness of the artefact. For example, Lurås (2016) 
proposed based on the concept of 'system of systems' that designers need to consider the 'system we 
design within' and 'system we design for' as systems related to the artefact's environment, while the 
'system of design' is the artefact itself. The first is for example the business environment, the second is 
the building site and its users' needs, and the third is the building being designed. 
Vermaas and Dorst (2007) clarified the social setting view of the artefact from the philosophical 
perspective and suggested the division of design conceptualization based the structural and intentional 
views, technical and social respectively. The technical view is a physicochemical description of objects 
and phenomena. The social conception of design is the activity based view of the artefact. The latter is 
why and what the client and users want to do with the artefact; i.e. descriptions of acts, mental states 
(purposes, desires) of humans as intentional beings.  
The implication of the proposed clarifications by Vermaas and Dorst (2007) is that the transformation 
of purposes into requirements is mediated by the definition of use functions and properties. This means, 
purposes are first transformed into a set of human actions, and only then to the physicochemical 
dispositions of the artefact to make the actions with the artefact to be effective. This explains the function 
of planning and programming stage in the building design process, necessary to establish the scope of 
design work.  
Furthermore, Vermaas (2013) proposed that the design reasoning about artefacts proceeds in terms of 
five key aspects: goal, (user) action, function, structure and behavior. Goals and actions of the users can 
be related to the social conception of design; and function, behavior and structure to the structural 
conceptions of design. Goal indicates the needs of the organizations and users motivated by the gap; 
action is a technical activity determining how users can realize their goals, forming a use plan for the 
artefact; functions are the modes of deployment of the artefact required to support the action; behavior 
is the required capacity, corresponding to the required functions; and structure is means to achieve the 
expected behaviors (Vermaas, 2013).  
4.2. Proto-theory of design and design rhetoric 
It is argued here that the two pillars of design, including the proto-theory of design and design rhetoric 
(Koskela and Ballard, 2013), provide the necessary conceptual framework for operationalizing the 
technical and social conceptions of design for project definition. Before continuing to explain the 
different concepts of proto-theory of design and design rhetoric, it is important to define the scope of 
the project definition stage for this study.  
For the purpose of this work, the phases used in the Lean Project Delivery System (LPDS) are used as 
a starting point (Whelton and Ballard, 2002), but with one considerable difference. In the LPDS, which 
is a macro process model for project delivery, the project definition stage is concerned with three phases, 
including the definition of the project purpose, design criteria and design concept. However, for the 
purpose of this work, the user study is made as an explicit step, which in the original conceptualization 
of LPDS is subsumed under design criteria step.  
4.2.1. Proto-theory of design 
In the proto-theory of design, there are two types of problems to be addressed, whether a function 
(requirements) of an artefact can be utilized (theoretical analysis) and how the artefact can be 
constructed (problematic analysis). Depending on the novelty of the problem, design projects can be 
either routine, innovative or creative. Every design solution must comply with the requirements and 
constraints of the given problem, which can be defined objectively in solution neutral form. However, 
problems can be ill-defined or ill-structured, requiring the transformation of an initial problem to a new 
well-defined problem. Design in the proto-theory of design context progresses linearly from problem 
statement to the solution principle and from there to the solution embodiment. Design is primarily 
concerned what is necessary for solving the problem. The types of inferences moving the design between 
different states include in addition to the transformation also the regression (abductive in nature) and 
decomposition in analysis and composition, deduction and induction in synthesis. Design process is 
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 conceptualized from the perspective of individual designer as an internal argumentation with oneself. 
Typical design activities in the proto-theory of design include the identification of needs and 
requirements, generation of solution alternatives, development of solutions, and evaluation of and 
decision on these solutions. Thus, the proto-theory of design, proposed based on the ancient method of 
analysis, covers more or less the concepts relevant in the technical conceptualizations of design (Koskela 
et al., 2014; Pikas et al., 2017).  
4.2.2. Design rhetoric 
As oppose to the proto-theory of design, design problem is not assumed to be given, but is taken by the 
designer. Specifically, designer must study the given situation, different audiences (user, owner, local 
government and society) and establish a common ground (values, facts and presumptions) to choose the 
intention for producing effects on its audience. This selection of an intention is wicked in nature, that is, 
value laden. In this process, designers use different sources of inspiration (topoi) to develop a solution, 
which are subject to three different appeals: design must be useful (functional), desirable (appealing to 
all senses) by its audiences and usable for their use purposes. Design is considered dynamic and 
subjective in nature. Design reasoning in design rhetoric is plausible, focused on the development of 
arguments (design as argumentation). Design process can be conceptualized either from the perspective 
of the individual designer or design team. Design rhetoric can be also conceptualized as a process of 
collaborative knowledge creation. A model proposed by Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995) is instructive, 
including four processes: internalization (individual acquiring knowledge), socialization (individuals 
sharing knowledge), externalization (using knowledge in design activity) and combination (alignment 
of different knowledge sources). This is the design-as-knowledge-explication model. Thus, the design 
rhetoric, proposed based on the ancient method of rhetoric, covers most of the concepts relevant in the 
social/argumentative conceptualizations of design (Koskela and Ballard, 2013; Ballard and Koskela, 
2013; Pikas et al., 2017). 
4.3. A new framework for the early design phases of construction projects 
Based on the concepts described in Section 3 and 4, Table 2 was developed to illustrate the framework 
for project definition, integrating the two views of design activity, including technical as well as social. 
This framework integrates different levels of design processes, including macro and micro.  
The first row of the Table 2 indicates the context of design project, that is, the 'system we design within'. 
The purpose and user study design phases belong to the 'system we design for' and requirements and 
concept design phases to the 'system of design'. In following, the social as well as technical activities 
with respect to these phases are described. However, it is noted here that these models get interpreted 
according to the characteristics of each step in design project definition. 
First, it is important to clarify the application of causal models to project definition. That is, in every step 
of the design project definition, decisions need to be made with respect to goal, user activity, function, 
structure and behavior. That is the case no matter of the design phase, the difference is in the level of 
decomposition and central locus of a particular step. This means that the design problem and solution are 
co-evolving, illustrated by the building information modelling deliverables in the table below. 
In the social activity, which falls into the design rhetoric conceptualization of design, two models are 
required to describe the design process, including design-as-argumentation and design-as-knowledge-
explication consisting of four activities: internalization, socialization, externalization and combination. 
An alteration between individual and collective discoursing. These models describe the process of 
studying the design situation, audiences (universal, particular audience of one, and oneself) and selecting 
the intention. The latter connects other elements, including the transmission of rules (transferring best 
practices and patterns from previous experience to new design situation by using analogy); usage of the 
fundamental arguments (lines of argumentation, topoi); and invention and development of issues, 
requirements, ideas and alternatives (Pikas et al., 2017).  
The object of the design communication is subject to three different appeals, involving interrelated 
qualities of useful (logos), desirable (ethos) and usable (pathos). Designers must skillfully blend these 
three elements in the design argument, to gain compliance to their ideas (Pikas et al., 2017). Thus, in 
addition to the co-evolution of a problem and solution, it also includes the co-evolution of audience.  
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 The technical conception of design is as important. Once the problem is clarified and the intention is 
selected, the task of the design team is to deliver the design by choosing the 'best' means to utilize the 
functions in a specific context, considering all users and designers' frames. In this process, building 
designers use tools such as the building information modelling to represent designs. In the technical 
activity, which falls into the proto-theory of design, design activity consists of four activities: identify, 
generate, develop and evaluate/decide.  
Finally, it is important to elaborate on the different types of decision that need to be made in the different 
phases of design project definition stage. These are done at the different levels of building system 
decomposition (Fischer et al., 2017). However, these are considered here as illustrative and will be 
clarified in the future research.  
Table 2. Simplified visualization of the collaborative framework for the 
construction project definition stage 
Project definition stage in Context: System we Design Within 
Design Step System we Design for System of Design 
Purpose User Study Requirements Concept Design 
Causal design 
model 
Goal, User activity, Function, Structure, Behavior 
Social activities Design-as-argumentation 
Design-as-knowledge-explication: Internalization, Socialization, Externalization, 
Combination 
Technical 
activities 
Identify, Generate, Develop, Evaluate/Decide 
Decisions Project, use, 
building, 
structure and 
behavior type  
User goals, use 
activities and 
properties, zone/spaces’ 
types, space structure 
and behavior 
Requirements for 
building systems 
(loads, internal 
climate etc.) 
Principle Solutions 
for Sub-Systems: 
Material and Sub-
System Type 
Illustration of 
BIM deliverables 
Massing Model 
 
Stacking Model Req. Model Concept Model 
5. Discussion 
Generally, the field of construction lacks concepts and theories for project definition stage. The 
rational/technical conception of design has been the central focus in conceptualizing building project 
definition stage. However, this is not to argue that there have not been attempts to study design from the 
perspective of social dimension. But the ones, such as the one by Othman et al. (2004), do not address 
the underlying concepts for understanding the nature of design.  
In order to have a more comprehensive theory for project definition stage, both perspectives, social and 
technical conceptions of design, must be addressed. Moreover, the ancient methods for solving 
geometrical problems and rhetoric, which have influenced the Western thought ever since their 
introduction (McKeon, 1966b; McKeon, 1968; Buchanan, 1985), provide the underlying 
conceptualizations for different strategies of inquiry. These together form the holistic design inquiry.  
The developed framework will be used for empirical research in one of the largest construction 
companies in the Nordic countries. The framework is intended to be used for developing information 
and communication technologies for construction project definition stage. But the framework itself 
requires further clarification and comparison to existing conceptualizations of collaborative practices. 
The potential theories and concepts to consult will include the activity theory (including the socio-
cultural activity theory), communication constituted organization, actor-network theory, boundary 
objects, to name few.  
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 6. Conclusion 
The aim in this research was to clarify the underlying concepts and principles related to the project 
definition stage, and to propose a framework for further study. Construction is known for its many 
problems, and one of the key issues has been the poor performance of project definition stage, which 
results in the dissatisfaction of customers and users. The problem is argued to be caused by the poor 
conceptualization of the project definition stage. In this study, it was suggested that the (general) design 
domain with its experiences going through the transition from emphasizing the rational methods to 
seeing problems as 'wicked' is a fruitful source of inspiration. The developed framework, combining 
technical and social conceptualizations of designing and design artefact, will form a baseline for future 
empirical research and comparison to existing theories and concepts. An explicit and common concept 
and framework would allow to transform mental models into explicit models, which in turn supports 
the development of computing technologies and helps avoiding mistakes due to the neglect of some 
domains.  
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